
Janelle, Alex, Sarah,

Let’s monitor how this develops over the coming days and, at a minimum, plan to incorporate a bullet in the PT updates section of 

Sunday’s report.

Thanks

From: Blanchard, Dominique <Dominique.Blanchard@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 

Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 11:26 AM

To: Wong-Fortin, Bonny <Bonny.Wong-Fortin@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Jarvis, Mark <Mark.Jarvis@pco-bcp.gc.ca>; Babad, Luke 

<Luke.Babad@pco-bcp.gc.ca>

Subject: Fwd: �1m CBC: Nova Scotia introduces $250 COVID-19 test for essential work, travel

This is interesting 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "MacKillop, Ken" <Ken.MacKillop@pco-bcp.gc.ca>
Date: October 15, 2020 at 11:20:46 AM EDT
To: "PCO.F Assistant Secretary ADM / Secrétaires adjoints SMA F.BCP" <PCO.AssistantSecretaryADM-
SecretairesadjointsSMA.BCP@pco-bcp.gc.ca>, "Mondou, Isabelle" <Isabelle.Mondou@pco-bcp.gc.ca>

Subject: FW:  �1m CBC: Nova Scotia introduces $250 COVID-19 test for essential work, travel

From: News / Nouvelles (PCO/BCP) <News-Nouvelles@pco-bcp.gc.ca> 

Sent: October 15, 2020 11:02 AM

To: MacKillop, Ken <Ken.MacKillop@pco-bcp.gc.ca>

Subject:�1m CBC: Nova Scotia introduces $250 COVID-19 test for essential work, travel

CBC: Nova Scotia introduces $250 COVID-19 test for essential work, 
travel 

Nova Scotia introduces $250 COVID-19 test for essential work, travel

Nova Scotia is expanding its COVID-19 testing for essential work or travel and reducing 

FW: _FW: _FW: _FW: _____1m CBC: Nova Scotia introduces $250 COVID1m CBC: Nova Scotia introduces $250 COVID1m CBC: Nova Scotia introduces $250 COVID1m CBC: Nova Scotia introduces $250 COVID----19 test for essential work, 19 test for essential work, 19 test for essential work, 19 test for essential work, 

traveltraveltraveltravel

From:From:From:From:

"Wong"Wong"Wong"Wong----Fortin, Bonny" <"/o=pcoFortin, Bonny" <"/o=pcoFortin, Bonny" <"/o=pcoFortin, Bonny" <"/o=pco----pmopmopmopmo----bnet/ou=first administrative group/cn=recipients/cn=b_wongfortin">bnet/ou=first administrative group/cn=recipients/cn=b_wongfortin">bnet/ou=first administrative group/cn=recipients/cn=b_wongfortin">bnet/ou=first administrative group/cn=recipients/cn=b_wongfortin">

To:To:To:To:

"Lanoix, Janelle" <janelle.lanoix@pco"Lanoix, Janelle" <janelle.lanoix@pco"Lanoix, Janelle" <janelle.lanoix@pco"Lanoix, Janelle" <janelle.lanoix@pco----bcp.gc.ca>, "Lefebvre, Alexandre" <alexandre.lefebvre@pcobcp.gc.ca>, "Lefebvre, Alexandre" <alexandre.lefebvre@pcobcp.gc.ca>, "Lefebvre, Alexandre" <alexandre.lefebvre@pcobcp.gc.ca>, "Lefebvre, Alexandre" <alexandre.lefebvre@pco----bcp.gc.ca>, "MacMaster, Sarah" bcp.gc.ca>, "MacMaster, Sarah" bcp.gc.ca>, "MacMaster, Sarah" bcp.gc.ca>, "MacMaster, Sarah" 

<sarah.macmaster@pco<sarah.macmaster@pco<sarah.macmaster@pco<sarah.macmaster@pco----bcp.gc.ca>bcp.gc.ca>bcp.gc.ca>bcp.gc.ca>

Cc:Cc:Cc:Cc:

"Shi, Anke" <anke.shi@pco"Shi, Anke" <anke.shi@pco"Shi, Anke" <anke.shi@pco"Shi, Anke" <anke.shi@pco----bcp.gc.ca>, "Jarvis, Mark" <mark.jarvis@pcobcp.gc.ca>, "Jarvis, Mark" <mark.jarvis@pcobcp.gc.ca>, "Jarvis, Mark" <mark.jarvis@pcobcp.gc.ca>, "Jarvis, Mark" <mark.jarvis@pco----bcp.gc.ca>, "Babad, Luke" <luke.babad@pcobcp.gc.ca>, "Babad, Luke" <luke.babad@pcobcp.gc.ca>, "Babad, Luke" <luke.babad@pcobcp.gc.ca>, "Babad, Luke" <luke.babad@pco----

bcp.gc.ca>, "Blanchard, Dominique" <dominique.blanchard@pcobcp.gc.ca>, "Blanchard, Dominique" <dominique.blanchard@pcobcp.gc.ca>, "Blanchard, Dominique" <dominique.blanchard@pcobcp.gc.ca>, "Blanchard, Dominique" <dominique.blanchard@pco----bcp.gc.ca>bcp.gc.ca>bcp.gc.ca>bcp.gc.ca>

Date:Date:Date:Date:

Thu, 15 Oct 2020 11:40:14 Thu, 15 Oct 2020 11:40:14 Thu, 15 Oct 2020 11:40:14 Thu, 15 Oct 2020 11:40:14 ----0400040004000400



the cost to get a test.

The province has made a deal with PRAXES Medical Group, a Halifax-based company 

that provides emergency telehealth services, to test those who require proof that they 
do not have the virus.

The test costs $250 plus HST, according to a news release Thursday from the Nova 

Scotia Health Authority.

On Wednesday, CBC News reported how the families of two women seeking to return 
home to China were frustrated by the high cost being charged by Nova Scotia for 

COVID-19 tests for non-Canadians. Until Thursday, Nova Scotia charged $1,017.50 for 
a test, compared to $360 in New Brunswick.

Dr. Brendan Carr, CEO of the Nova Scotia Health Authority, said Wednesday that the 

fee was under review and would likely be reduced.

The PRAXES testing is only available for people who have urgent, work-related travel 
that requires a negative COVID test; students or migrant workers who require the 

negative test result in order to return to their home countries; or for compassionate 
grounds, such as travel to visit a vulnerable, ill or elderly relative or attend a funeral.

People who are travelling for non-essential personal or business reasons will not be 
eligible for testing through the new service.

Those who are eligible are asked to visit the website at least five days before their 

travel date. They will receive a link to book an appointment online within one business 
day.

Right now, the testing is only available at the PRAXES location in Dartmouth. It will be 

available in other parts of Nova Scotia at a later date.

Test results will be available within 36 to 60 hours, depending on how many are being 
processed.

To see the most recently updated version of this product, click here
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